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Wyatt Fujiwara

Wyatt Fujiwara is a player character played by SirSkully.

Wyatt Fujiwara

Birthname: Wyattali1) Bluebonnet Alder
Full Name: Wyatt Bluebonnet Fujiwara

Species & Gender: Minkan Male
Year of Birth: YE 14
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Intelligence Operative

Rank: Taii
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description
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At 187cm Wyatt stands just short of 6'2“ with a rather toned and athletic let not overly bulked out body
partially due to his combined heritage of the universe's beefcakes and then their much more elegant
counterparts and mostly due to his intense workout regime, as a part of their synthetic nature it is
difficult for a Minkan to gain bulk so many just get it built into their design but not Wyatt, his body was an
exact replica of the less-built man he was when enlisting.

Wyatt's tanned skin is wrapped over his lean frame, noticably broad shoulders and defined chest that
taper into his 6-pack-strapped abdomen before flaring out slightly into his hips and surprisingly round yet
still rather toned flank which clearly comes from some part of his elven blood, both his arms and legs are
at a similar level of athleticism where they clearly have a lot of power behind them yet still manage to
not bulk out his frame too much - maintaining a physique built to wear a Mindy.

Much like his father Wyatt's hair is naturally a brilliant shade of copper from the short yet wavy shock of
hair atop his head, the spruce mustache he decided to grow out after the Kaiyo's 14th mission to
anywhere else there is hair on his body - Wyatt's knife-tipped ears are less pronounced that his father's
though still noticeable and offer a slight advantage in hearing over normal human-style ears, his almond-
shaped eyes are a bright amber hue and seem to change consistency with his various moods, his facial
features strike a fine line between angular and hardy due to his bi-species heritage.

Being somebody ready to jump to action at a moment's notice Wyatt usually wanders around in his skin-
tight and rather revealing SAINT Operative Field Suit, Type 31 with a Type 40 Plate Bearing Vest over the
top for added protection and a SIZI M38 SDR strapped to one of his strong thighs though to avoid
seeming paranoid to the ship's crew a projection of the Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 modified with
cargo pants and alternate boots - otherwise he is wearing a non-projected version of this uniform or the
Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 with compression shorts or leggings beneath the shorts.

Personality

Wyatt is a “to the point” kind of person who puts up a gruff yet professional exterior, he is one to speak
his mind openly, yet he still shows respect and courtesy to those who deserve it and although this can
end up rubbing some folk the wrong way, he knows that is tough to deal with so he tries to tone it down
whenever the minkan is not on a mission - his choice of wording is usually very deliberate and proper
though Wyatt has been trying to tone this down a bit when not on a mission.

A trait that seems to be in most (if not all) of the Alder men is that they have trouble expressing
emotions, they do not wish to burden others with such trivial matters, Wyatt does not want to grow to be
the bastard of a man his father was and is trying to change for the sake of himself and those around him.
He cares deeply for the crew of the YSS Kaiyō II and has accepted them as his new family, seeing as his
old one has all but fallen into disarray - lately things have gotten better though and Wyatt is slowly
becoming more emotive in no small part due to his girlfriend's love and the love he feels for her.

He is a loyal soldier through and through, but not quite to a fault, give him an objective and you’ll see it
done one way or another, the means may not be the most orthodox, but they tend to justify the end
result, adaptability is one of his positive traits alongside the fact that he never expects a so much as a
thank you for carrying out orders.

He is a natural born fighter and a survivor, even though he fights like a lone wolf and has a drive for self
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preservation he will defend his crew like they were his cubs.

Music

Themes Types
SIAMES - The Wolf Backstory Theme
Bleachers - I Wanna Get Better General Theme
Hyper - Spoiler Combat Theme
Murder By Death - Go to the Light Sad Song
Caro Emerald - Just One Dance Love Theme

History

Wyattali Alder was born YE 14 in Kyoto, the son of an Ex-SAoY Elven Sniper for a father and an Ex-NSMC
Pilot for a mother, the halfbreed was a near perfect copy of his copper-haired, knife-eared father before
him besides a few features that came with his mother's Nepleslian blood - it's not something Wyatt
speaks of much but he learnt from a young age that very little pleased his father, much less their
marriage but the couple tried to keep it together for the sake of their young son yet it would all be in
vain, as the boy grew he would also come the the realization that a lot more than his physical
appearance was inherited.

Alder men had a rough history with emotions, though they were never a lot to half-ass anything thrown
their way.

Being no exception to this rule Wyatt constantly pushed himself in everything he did, a quiet child but
not an un-talented one - average in most academic areas except for his physical education and anything
involving computers, a knack that came rather unexpectedly but one he embraced. In an effort to
impress his father in maybe the only way Wyatt thought might work he enlisted in the Star Army of
Yamatai as a Star Army Rikugun marksman at the start of YE 33 despite the power armour scores he
received at Black Sands Test Range that made people suggest he maybe think of becoming a pilot, but
found out the tough way nothing pleased his bastard of a father anymore, so Wyatt decided to just
knuckle down and focus solely on his new line of work.

During his time hiding in the mud with a long-range rifle Wyatt fell in with a squad that would later
become the foundation of the Rangers but by that time he had moved on to a more ship-based
occupation as Star Army Infantry, after being tossed between a few ships the half-elf in a Minkan body
found himself assigned to the 2nd iteration of the YSS Kaiyō some time before it's 10th mission. Wyatt
did not participate in any missions however until mission 12 due to some misplaced legal documentation.

IN RP

Kaiyo-ii Mission 12: Wyatt helped scout the beach for a bit before Shasse Emiko's curse fuelled blood-
lust threatened to overtake her, Emiko-Hei and Eden-Shosa extracted through the Aether-sphere that
surrounded the planet and fell radio silent. Most presumed the two were dead, but Wyatt managed to fly
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closer and establish through telekinesis that they were alive before he followed them through. He
emerged naked next to them and dove about the Kaiyo-ii when it swooped in to save them, upon
entering the ship he wrapped his jacket around his lower waist and rushed to the bridge, where he
manned a station that helped speed up the process of them leaving the Aether-Sphere behind them.

Kaiyo-ii Mission 13: Wyatt entered from the heavens with the rest of Team Kraken and was ordered to
secure a cave with Eden-Shosa and Mark-Hei. The world began to tear apart around the fireteam so they
fled to space, Wyatt gained a broken left arm in the process yet continued to fight on as allies fell - he
even managed to nab a Kuviexian helmet as a trophy before the mission ended.

Havok Festival 40: Wyatt participated in some light ground racing before he became aware of a
situation in the VIP Area, the minkan raced his bike across the desert and took one final jump off of it
before crashing through a reinforced window. He then helped provide backup as the SAoY personnel
escaped in a shuttle.

Kaiyo-ii Mission 14: Wyatt breached the enemy ship with the rest of the away team and rendered the
ship's MEGAMI unconscious before attempting to bring her back to the Kaiyo-ii when she unfortunately
expired due to countermeasures outside their control, he then helped perform security on the other, still
alive prisoner before being rounded up for a second assault. During the second assault Wyatt pinged an
enemy with his bow before managing to get into the enemy's maintenance ducts, fooling sensors and
making his way to the Bridge where he became a spinning ball of death for everyone but the most
important people in the room - managing to help Eden fight off IYS Eve's influence before rendering the
hostile universe's leader unconscious and teleporting back to the Kaiyo-ii.

Relationship: Wyatt decided to finally approach the ship's newest medic, Saya, who he had began to
develop feelings for - the first and only real time the half-breed has felt infatuation for another human
being so he asked her out and she agreed, they went on a date before his departure for saint retraining
and when he returned the two decided to just see how the whole boyfriend/girlfriend thing worked out for
them.

Post Mission 14: Wyatt retrained to become a Star Army Intelligence Operative and missed out on the
Kaiyo-ii's fifteenth mission to earn the black panel of SAINT

Relationship: With an unexpected daughter on the way following the YE41 End-of-year celebrations,
Wyatt decided it was as good a time as any to propose to Fujiwara Saya, abandoning the surname he
carried little love for and filing for it to be changed to his wife's instead - she said yes though the recently
married couple decided to wait a few days before telling others.

Relationship: In YE 42 Wyatt's Wife, unborn daughter and a few other crewmates were captured, the
former testing Wyatt's ability to put everything behind his job due to the stress of the whole situation.

Mission 22: Wyatt perished early into the mission from a combination of his rifle malfunctioning and
fatigue leading to his sidearm not being ready when he most needed it.

Mission 23: Wyatt managed help to free his family, alongside the other captives, and suffered mostly
superficial damage to his upper back.
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Participation  Kaiyo-ii Mission 12

-Post Mission 12 JP 1

-Post Mission 12 JP 2

Kaiyo-ii Mission 13

-Post Mission 13 JP 1

-Post Mission 13 JP 2

-Post Mission 13 JP 3

Havok Fest 40

-Pre Mission 14 JP 1

-Pre Mission 14 JP 2

-Pre Mission 14 JP 3

Kaiyo-ii Mission 14 pt1
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Kaiyo-ii Mission 14 pt2

Post-Mission 14 JP 1

SAINT Recommendation letter 1

SAINT Recommendation letter 2

Pre-Mission 15 JP 1

Pre-Mission 15 JP 2

Pre-Mission 15 JP 3

Pre-Mission 16 JP

Skills Learned

Wyatt Alder has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Communications: Advanced knowledge of basic military communications as well as being fluent in
braille.

Starship operations: Pilot-level understanding and level of skill in the operation of small space craft
and light vessels.

Vehicles: Above average understanding in the operation, modification, and maintenance of most
vehicles: Mecha Tanks Cars Trucks
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Technology Operation and Repair: Rather skilled in the fields of both using and maintaining
equipment even as sensitive as a Mindy, has been known to tinker with designs in his downtime.

Fighting: Expert at hand-to-hand combat. Standard power armor operation and maintenance.
Proficiency in weapon handling, maintenance, modification, an expert marksman and a master of melee
combat. Wyatt is also ambidextrous, he can use weapons from either hand with equal bits effectiveness
and precision - there is a special place in his heart for the SiZi M38 SDR. Oddly enough Wyatt is trained
and rather skilled with flintlock weaponry.

Military/Survival: Expert understanding in: Camouflage, Hunting, Shelter, construction, Signaling,
Finding water and land navigation.

Physical: Skilled runner, adept climber and has an exceedingly high pain threshold.

Social Connections

 Brodrik Rennins (Uncle)
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Wesson Lockheed McGregor (Uncle)

Alix McGregor2) (Aunt)

Alexandria Berengaria Mcgregor (Cousin)

Lexington Alabaster McGregor (Cousin)

Serma Rennins3)(Mother)

Kyreese Alder(Father)

Fujiwara Saya (Wife)

Fujiwara Tsubame (Daughter)

Crew of the YSS Kaiyō II Crew

Inventory & Finance

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor
SAINT Operative Field Suit, Type 31
Type 34 Multi-Function Bracelet
Star Army - Covert Operative Sunglasses - SACOS
Star Army - Covert Directional Listening Device - SA-CDLD-1
Type 31 Working Uniform
Type 37A Field Jacket (olive drab)
Scatter Gun, Accelerated Charged Plasma, Type 30
type 31 exo-atmospheric survival kit
SIZI M38 SDR
GP-12B with a grey stock
Star Army Footlocker, Type 32
Star army Ring: This silver commemorative ring has the YSS Kaiyō laser etched onto the top of the
genuine sapphire with the name of the ship, YSS Kaiyō written into the bottom of the gemstone.
Given to him by Teien Eden Here, Wyatt wears it on a chain around his neck rather than on his
finger.
NSP Type33 Civillian - Gift to each person in The Kaiyo-ii's fourteenth mission
2 pairs of Star Army Jika-Tabi, Type 38
Star Army Datapad, Type 33
Type 40 Plate Bearing Vest in Midnight Black (loadout wip)

(6/6 Durandium plates)
(6/6 Durandium plates)

Star Army NCO Saber, Type 39
Secret Ops Award

Non SAoY Items
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Wyatt Alder's Custom Melee Weapon
FourSight Helm
Armoured Racing Suit
Bullet Proof Wool Poncho DRv3 Tier 1
Pack of 5 tethers (5/5)
Low-Profile Goggles
Sturdy Leather Jacket
Beige scarf
ERK Tank
ERK data/air line
"Finagle's Revenge" Recoilless Rifle Gift recieved during
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/pre-mission-sixteen-hatsuyume.63816/page-3#post-3
97558
SSCC-XL containing olive oil, extra virgin
FIRE1a Power Armor in good condition - needs ammo
87 x Tiny Lead Box (5 lb)
Barrel of Nepleslian Beer
QNC Engine parts

Momentos

A small fragment of his mindy's left breast from The Kaiyo-ii's twelvth mission
A damaged Kuvexian Power Armour helmet with a gunshot in the back from The Kaiyo-ii's
thirteenth mission
A shard of reinforced glass from the VIP Area of Havok Festival Ye 40
A lone NSB from The Kaiyo-ii's fourteenth mission, originally from Teien Eden's mindy loadout
IYS Eve's Kusarigama from The Kaiyo-ii's fourteenth mission
Kuvexian plasma pistol from The Kaiyo-ii's sixteenth mission
Wyatt Alder's Service Patches

Finances: here 17,005ks

Ke-M2-4 Mindy Loadouts

The following area contains certain combinations of gear that Wyatt likes to use with the Ke-M2-4,
instead of the standard Mindy helmet Wyatt opts to use a M10 Long Range Combat Helmet which fits his
role in a fireteam better:

Wyatt's Mindy Loadout "Jolt"
Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
missile pod mindy fusion generator missile pod
Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
2leg capacitors butt pack LATR
Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
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Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
Xiphos aether blade yes / no SIZI M38 SDR

*Has a Ke-M2-D3000 Forearm Ellipsoid Shield

Wyatt's Mindy Loadout "Strider"
Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
50mm gauss cannon mindy fusion generator shield projector
Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
2countermeasure pods butt pack Gaussbow
Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
Wakizashi Aether Blade yes / no SIZI M38 SDR

Wyatt's Mindy Loadout "Crusader"
Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
Scalar machine gun Barrier shield module shoulder capacitor
Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
2countermeasure pods butt pack 50mm gauss bazooka
Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
Nodachi Aether Blade yes / no SIZI M38 SDR

*Has a Ke-M2-D3000 Forearm Ellipsoid Shield

Wyatt's Mindy Loadout "Warden"
Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
Ke-M2-W2905 Shoulder-Fired
50mm Gauss Cannon

Ke-M2-W3000 General
Equipment Pack

Ke-M2-W3902 Shoulder-Mounted Scalar
Machine Gun

Left Leg Pod Right Leg Pod utility/cargo Handheld

1 countermeasure pod 1 Leg NSB Launcher butt pack Ke-W5-1A Light Armor
Tactical Rifle

Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
Xiphos Aether Blade yes / no SIZI M38 SDR

*Is equipped with Ke-M2-A3100 - Kinetic Energy Absorbing Armor

*Has a Ke-M2-D3000 Forearm Ellipsoid Shield

Wyatt Alder's Buttpack Configuration
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OOC Information

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Wyatt Fujiwara
Character Owner SirSkully
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taii
SAOY Occupation Star Army Intelligence Operative
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders

1)

Though in most legal documentation he has put down Wyatt, the Nepleslian version of his name opposed
to the original Elven version, as his first name
2)

Maiden Name Alder
3)

Divorced from Kyreese Alder
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